The theory of translation-invariant operators on various spaces of functions (or measures or distributions) is a well-trodden field. The problem is to decide, first, whether or not a linear operator between two function spaces on, say, IR or R + which commutes with one or many translations on the two spaces is necessarily continuous, and, second, to give a canonical form for all such continuous operators. In some cases each such operator is zero. The second problem is essentially the 'multiplier problem', and it has been extensively discussed; see [7] , for example.
Introduction
Let E and F be linear spaces. Then SC(E,F) is the space of all linear maps from E into F. We write £?(E) for <£{E,E)\ the identity in S£(E) is I E , and the set of invertible operators in the algebra <£{E) is Invj£?(jf?). In the case where E and JF are Banach spaces,
38(E,F) denotes the Banach space of all bounded maps in £P(E,F), and we write 0S(E) for @(E,E). The spectrum of Te0S(E) is a[T).
Let E and F be linear spaces, and let
Re£C(E) and SeJ£(F). A linear map T.E-+F intertwines the pair (R, S) if TR = ST. HE and F are Banach spaces and if
Re38{E) and Se@l(F), then we ask whether or not a map TeJ£(E,F) which intertwines (R,S) is automatically continuous. More generally, we consider the automatic continuity of a linear map T which intertwines a family of pairs of operators on E and F. We also consider the canonical form of continuous operators which intertwine such a family.
To describe the general known results, we require some terminology. Let E be a linear space. Then ReJi?(E) is algebraic if p(R) = 0 for some non-zero polynomial p.
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It is easy to see that there is a maximum C[i?]-divisible subspace of E: this space is the algebraic spectral space of R, often denoted by E R (0). We shall be concerned with the condition that E R (0) = {0}. that is, the case where E has no non-zero, C[R]-divisible subspaces.
Let E and F be Banach spaces, and let Re@){E) and S e 08 (F). Then z e C is a critical eigenvalue of (R,S) if z is an eigenvalue of S and if (zI E -R)(E) has infinite codimension in E.
An operator Te&(E) is super-decomposable ( [8] ) if, for each open cover {U, V} of C, there exist R,Ss0 §{E) such that RT = TR, R + S = I E , a{T\R~(EJ) c U, and <r(T\S(E)) c F. For example, suppose that Te08(E) is invertible and that is bounded. Then it is shown in [8] that T is super-decomposable and that T has no non-zero divisible subspace.
The following result is given in [9] , extending earlier results of Johnson and Sinclair ([5] , [6] ). THEOREM 
1-1. Let E and F be Banach spaces, let Re0ft (E) and Se08(F). Consider the following two conditions: (a) each linear map which intertwines (R, S) is automatically continuous; (b) (R,S) has no critical eigenvalues, and either R is algebraic or S has no non-zero divisible subspaces. Then always (a) implies (b), and (b) implies (a) in the case where bothR and S are superdecomposable. I
(We remark that it would be of interest to establish that (b) implies (a) in the above theorem under weaker hypotheses than that R and S are super-decomposable. Some partial extensions to the theorem are given in [9] .)
We apply the general theory to various translation-invariant spaces on U and IR + . First we consider spaces on U. For p > 0, L P (U) denotes the usual space of functions / such that \f\ p is integrable with respect to Lebesgue measure on U.; if p ^ 1, then L P (R) is a Banach space. We denote by C*(IR) the space of all bounded, continuous functions on U, and by C 0 (U) the space of all continuous functions which vanish at infinity. Throughout the uniform norm over a set S is denoted by |-| s , so that C(U) and C 0 (IR) are Banach spaces with respect to |-| B . Let E be any of these spaces, and, for aeU, define the shift operator S a on E by
Then 8 a elnv&(E)
and S a+b = S a S b (a,beU) . Clearly S a is not algebraic. In each case, ||(S"|| = 1 (neZ). and so £" is a super-decomposable operator on E with no nonzero divisible subspaces. B3' Theorem 1-1, an operator T between two of these spaces E and F which intertwines (iS a ,*S o ) for some aelR\{0} is automatically continuous if and only if the pair (S a ,S a ) has no critical eigenvalue. ([6, 14] ).
, and F oo = L« 0 (R + ). Then E and F are
, and let h 0 be an arbitrary non-zero element of F Q0 . Then the map
and so is an injective module because C[X] is a principal ideal domain. Thus there is a C[X]-module homomorphism T:E^F 00 extending T o .
Clearly TL a =L a T, and 7'is discontinuous because T\E oo = 0, but T(f 0 ) =t = 0. Thus Tis the required map. However, it is less easy to produce a discontinuous linear operator
such that TL a = L a T for all a > 0. We shall exhibit such an operator T in Section 3.
Finally we consider maps TiL^fR+J^L^IR). Suppose that TL a = S a Tiov one fixed a > 0. Then T is automatically continuous: this does not follow from Theorem 1-1 because L a is not a super-decomposable operator on IJ(U + ), but it does follow from an extension of Theorem 1-1 given in [9] . On the other hand, it seems to be an interesting open question whether or not each T such that TR a = S a T for some a > 0 is automatically continuous. 
The form of continuous translation-invariant operators
We first consider the special case of translation-invariant operators T:2?->/^(IR), where E is a closed, translation-invariant linear subspace of C b (U). As we noted in Section 1, if TS a = S a T for one aeR\{0}, then T is automatically continuous. We consider when the only such T is the zero operator. The first result is an easy calculation; it also follows by the argument in Theorem 23. 
Now choose a } = 1 and a } = 2jx n for j = 0,...,%-1, and consider the function We now show that the same result holds in the cases where
Recall that a set A in a Banach space F is weakly sequentially compact if every sequence in A has a subsequence which converges in the weak topology of F. Let E and F be Banach spaces, and let U be the closed unit ball in E. We now show that g 0 = 0. Again take e > 0 and x 0 > 0 so that i:
By passing to a subsequence of (n r ), we may suppose that the intervals [n r -x 0 , n r + x 0 ] are disjoint, and so^S ' o^0 asr-»oo. Proof. We have noted that T is continuous. We again suppose that a = 1. We first note that each Te^(E,L
(U))
is weakly compact. By [3] , IV-8-6, the Banach space L*{M) is weakly complete, and so, by [3] , VT7-6, each continuous linear operator from C b (U) = C{fiU) is weakly compact. Certainly each Te^E,^^)) is weakly compact when E is a reflexive Banach space (see [3] , VT4-3), and this applies to the spaces E = L P (U) where p > 1. Now let feE. Since {S n f:neN} is bounded in E and T is weakly compact, The result follows from (3), (4) 
, and it is easy to check that (i) holds.
To establish (ii), we shall show that
which is sufficient. Fix geC 00 {U + ) and First take a sequence (g n ) in C 00 (IR) defined as follows:
By the dominated convergence theorem,
[g n , S_ a T8 a h] -> [g, S_ a TS a h]
as n -oo since g n -*g pointwise on U. Also, by the dominated convergence for complex measures,
Now take a second sequence (g n ) in C 00 ([R) defined as follows: Equation (6) now follows from (7). I We remark that the introduction of two sequences (g n ) and (</") in the above lemma seems to be necessary to obviate the problem that Vh may a priori have a point mass at 0.
We can now give the canonical form of T. We first obtain a more abstract result, and then apply it to the situation under consideration. 
